
“Freedom for the Believer”
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“Freedom for the Believer”

Declaration of Independence . . . . 

When in the course of human events, it becomes 
necessary for one people to dissolve the political 
bands which have connected them with another, 

and to assume among the powers of the earth, the 
separate and equal station to which the Laws of 

Nature and of Nature’s God entitle them, a decent 
respect to the opinions of mankind requires that 
they should declare the causes which impel them 

to the separation. 
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Preamble. . . . 

We hold these truths to be self-
evident, that all men are created 
equal, that they are endowed by 

their Creator with certain 
unalienable Rights, that among 
these are Life, Liberty and the 

pursuit of Happiness. 
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Conditions . . . . 

And for the support of this 
Declaration, with a firm reliance 

on the protection of divine 
Providence, we mutually pledge 

to each other our Lives, our 
Fortunes and our sacred Honor. 
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“We have given you a 
Christian constitution – 

when it is no longer 
interpreted by Christians, it 

will cease to be effective!” 
Samuel Adams   
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We were in DARKNESS 
But now we are in LIGHT 

“Who have delivered us from the power 
of darkness, and hath translated us into 

the kingdom of his dear Son.” 
Colossians 1:13 
1 Peter 2:9 . . . . 
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We were DEAD 
But now we are ALIVE 

EPHESIANS 2:1-5 ! 
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We were in BONDAGE 
But now we are FREE 

Romans 6:17a / 18 / 22 ! 
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NO…..this FREEDOM has to do 
with what we can do NOW  
….which was impossible 
before the freedom was 

secured for us!! 

FREEDOM from the  
BONDAGE Of SIN! 
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The greatest GIFT God could 
 ever give to fallen mankind is  

FREEDOM from SIN . . . 
the very GIFT that He offers  

through His Son, Jesus Christ! 
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The price of this freedom ? ? ? 

“Forasmuch as ye know that ye 
were not redeemed with corruptible 

things, as silver and gold, from 
your vain conversation received by 

tradition from your fathers; but 
with the precious blood of Christ, as 

of a lamb without blemish and 
without spot” 

1 Peter 1:18-19 
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The preeminate priority 
of this Freedom…. 

OBEDIENCE to CHRIST
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I have been set free …. 

to SERVE…..!

To OBEY…..!
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“Make a Difference”
“A man is not primarily a witness against 
something.  That is only incidental to the 
fact that he is a witness for something.  A 
witness, in the sense that I am using the 

word, is a man whose life and faith are so 
completely one, that when the challenge 

comes to step out and testify for  
his faith [and his freedom to so act],  

he does so . . . disregarding all risks . . .  
accepting all consequences.” 

   Whittaker Chambers 
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Confront the world around 
you with the TRUTH...

Genuine Believers are the 
ONLY PEOPLE on earth who 

have the FREEDOM  
( and command ) to do so!
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